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    Hajime HASHIMOTOt and Kazutoshi KeGAtt, Members

SUMMARY A new dynamic image processlng technique is
proposed for measuring the velocity-field of the translational
motion of crowded particles. The local velocity at a target
pixel-site is estimated by mutual-correlation analysis between the
temporal brightness change of the target pixel and that of neigh-
bouring pixe}s. The next-nearest 16 pixels are selected as the
neighbouring pixels in this study. The direction and the speed of
the particle motion are evaluated by the mutual-correlation func-
tion having maximum value and the lag time of the function,
respectively. The usefulness of the proposed technique is
examined by a simulation experiment (unidirectional motion)
and an actual sceRe analysis (vortex metion) . Obtained velocity-
field of these motions are visualized with orientated lines, and the
resulting fields are consistent with expected fields.

1. Introduction

   Many efforts have been devoted to the velocity-field
analysis of dynamic scene(i). In recent study, Imaichi
and Ohni(2) have investigated the unsteady twin-vortex
fiow and Karman vortices behind a circular cylinder, and
they have calculated distribution of stream function,
vorticity and pressure threugh fiow-visualization and
image processing. In their analysis, particle veloclty is

computed from the length of every clearly drawn parti-
cle path on the photograph and from the exposure time
of the camera, Their technique is very effective, how-
ever, the measurement of particle path is done by the
manual operation.
   Many different approaches to a fully automated
method evaluating the velocity of moving objects have
been proposed by many authors(3). One of these ap-
proaches is based on the matching technique between
successive temporal frames(`År. Generally, twe-
dimensional cyoss-correlation{5} or mean square
difference have been used as a measure of sirnilarity
(`År•(6År•('År, and the differential images between consecutive

frames have been used to detect moving objectsÅq6),(8)'(9).
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The motion-vectors of respective moving objects are
obtained by these method, however, it seems to be not
suitable for the analysis of point-velocity. Velocity
information at a point is developed by relating the time

variation of image intensity caused by motion to the
spatial variation of intensity over object sttrfaces(9).

Various reports for the determination of d!splacement
vector field following the approach are reviewed by
Nagel{i). In recent lnvestigations, Horn and Shunk(iO),
and Terzopoulos(ii) developed and sephisticated the
approach. Although a usefulness of the approach is
demonstrated witk simulation images, it is assumed that
the image brightness is differentiable (i. e., ehe apparent

velocity of the brightness pattern varies smoothly al-
mose every where in the image). This censtraint seems
to be rather strict for the actual scene analysis.

    Fundarnentally, the conventional methods
introduced above are equivalent Åío the method pursuit-
ing Åíhe coordiRate of the rtoving objects .with time,
Recently, we have introduced a new conception of a
fixed coordinate analysis(i2)-('`). We believe that a tem-

poral brightness change caused by passing particles at
the fixed coordinate must have a information of the
velocity of moving objects. In this paper, we will pro-
pose a quite different approach to Åíhe determination of
displacement vector field. The method is based on a
mutual-correlation analysis between temporal bright-
ness change of a target pixel and that of neighbouring
pixels. A usefulness of the proposed technique is
examined by the simulation experiment and the actual
scene analysis. k is also confirmed that the proposed
aBalysis is not affected by the srnoothness of the bright-
ness pattern and the size of movlng objects.

2. Tkeery ef Velocity rweasureraent by Mutual-
   CerrelatioR Analysi$

   Let's consider a digital dynamic image with MÅ~M
pixels and N frames as shown in Fig. I(a). To begSn
with, we assume a unidirectional motion of crowded
particles, i.e, a uniform velocity-field with constant
velocity is supposed. In this case, we can estimate the
local velocity of crowded particles at the target pixel-
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Fig. 1 Configurationofdynamicimage. (a)Adigitaldynamic
     image with MÅ~M pixels and N frames. (b)A target
     pixel (O) and its next-nearest neighbouring l6 pixels.
      ( c )A definition of l6 directions.

site (i,i) by tke following procedures.
   First, mutual-correlation functions Moh(r) between
the temporal brightness change of the target pixel Ae(t)
(labeled as O-th site) and tkat of the neighbouring pixels
Aft(t) (k-Åík slte; fe*O) are calculated as

   Mok( r) = (1fT) ' .L;{Ao(t) ww Arme}{Ah(tÅÄ r) m A"k}dt

                                        (!)

For a dlgitized tirne-series the fgnction can be redttced

as

             da"tr.Ii[A,{( m -}- [ nl)At} - Armo]

              Å~{Ak(mAt)-A-h} :nSO
   Mek(ndt) =
              NE.".zmaww.C{Ao(mdit)-Amo}

              Å~[Ak{(m+n)At}-AMh] : nÅrO

                                        (2)

}Iere, n and m are the integer, At is the sampling time
(mAt=t, ndt=:r), and A-e is a mean value oi Ao(t). In
this study, the next-nearest 16 pixels as shown in Fig. 1
( b ) are selected as She iteighbouring pixels. Number of

the neighbouring pixels are also given in the figure.
Tken, 16 mgtttal-correlation functions Meh(r) are calcu-
lated and 16 directions (le == 1, 1', 2, 2', 3, 3', 4, 4', 5, 5', 6, 6',

7, 7', 8, aftd 8') are considered as the candidate directioRs

of moving particles (see F!g. 1( c )).

   Second, the most probable direction of the particle
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Fig. 2 Principle of the image processing. ( a )A case when the

      same particle passes through 7', O, and 7-th sites by
      turns. A pair of mutua}-cerrelation functions Me7 aRd
      Mo7' show symmetric property (al). Then, the preduct
      mutual-correlation function Mok'k'(r) (wwMo'(r)xMe7'(r))

      shows strong correlation at lag time ro. (b)Another
      case when different particles pass threugh 3, e, and 3Lth

      sites. The product ccrrelation function Mo3'3' shows

      weak correlation.

moveraent is decided using the 16 mtttual-correlation
functions. Suppose Åíhat a particle passes from k = 7' site

to k=7 site through the target pixel, then a pair of
mutual-correlation functions Me7 and Me7' have more
symmetric property and stronger correlation than the
other correlation functions as shown in Fig. 2(a). In an
ideal case (i. e., Åíke same paytlcle passes through 7', O,

and 7-th sites by turns) , the pair of mutual-correlation

functions should satisfy the symmetric relation :

   Mo7(r)=:Mo7'(-r) (,3)
On the other hand, if the mutual-correlation is calcuiat-

ed between the paired pixels through wh!ch the same
particle does not pass (see Fig.2(b)), the correlation
functions Mok and Mebl generally show weak correlation
and doR't saÅíisfy the symmetric relation of Eq. (3).
Consequently, in order to detect the most probable
direction, we propose a product mutual-correlation func-
tion Moft'k' defined as

   Mok'h'( T) == Mek( r)Å~imote(- rÅr (4)

If the considered pixel-sites le, O, and k' are on a locus of

the same particle, Meh'k' (r) should have a sharp peak at
a lag time r= re(see Fig.2(a 3)). Unless the considered
pixel-sites are on the same locus of the particle, Meh'k'(r)
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should have small values Åío every T (see Fig.2(b 3)).
Now we can determine the direction of the particle
movement at the targeÅí pixel-site. The paired pixe}-
sites fe and k' having maximum value of Mok'k'(T) in-
dicate the most probable candidate for the movlng
direction. If reÅrO, the particle is toward from k' to k-th

site, and if roÅqO one is toward from k to k'-th site. With

these manner, the moving direction Div at the targeÅí
pixel-site is deceided.

   Third, the speed of the moÅíion can be estlmated by
the lag time ro. Let Rok the dlstance beeween the target
pixel and k-th pixel having maxlmum value of Meh'h'(T).
The speed at the target pixel Yi,• is evaluated by

    Vi,• =Rok!ro (5)
Following above procedures, we can obtain the speed ViJ•
at the target pixel-site (i, 7'). The velocity-field of the

dynamic scene is obtained by calculating ehe speed ViJ•
and the direction DiSo all over the pixels in the image.

3. Simulatien Study oR
   Unidirectional Motion

Velecity-Fieid Analysis of
ef Crowded Particles

   To clarify the usefulness of the proposed theory, we
first analyse a unidirectioRal motion of crowded pani-
cles, The dynamic scene of the motioR with 64Å~64
pixel$ and 128 frames are created by computer simula-
tion technique. In the simulation, the gnldirectional
motion of 300 particles with constant velocity is con-
sidered. The direction of the motion is selected toward
from 7' to 7-th site as showR in Fig. 2. The size of one
particle is about 5Å~5 pixel area, and Gaussian-like
distribution of brightness is assumed to each partic}e.
Namely, the gray-level G(r) at a distance r from the
center of the particle is given as

E
VMÅq

k=O

k=5 k=6

    G(.) ,.. { Go eXp( rm ( r/r.)2)

          kGc

where Go==222, Gc=20, and
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3 Sirnulatien study of the velocity-field analysis. (a)
  Temporal brightness changes of target pixel (fe= O) and

  its neighbouring pixels (fe#=O). (b)Mutualcorrelation

  functiens Mok(T) between the temporal brightness
  change of the target pixel (32, 32) and that of the

  neighbouring pixels. (c)Product mutualcorrelation
  functions Molt'k'(T). The correlation functions have

  rnaximum value at k=7 with lag time re. The speed and

  the direction of the motion are evaluated by the correla-
  tion function Mo7'7'(r).
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simulation. And, oRe pixel-size is selected as a unit of
the distance r.
    The results of the analysis are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3(a) shows the temporal change of the gray-
level at the target pixel ((i, i) ==(32,32)) and at its neigh-

bouring 16 pixels. The number of pixel-site is defined in
Fig. 1(b). Sixteen mutual-cerrelation functions Mok(T)
between the target pixel (fe :e) and the other neighbour-
ing pixels (k=kO) are calculated by Eq. ( 2 ) . The results

are shown in Fig.3(b). The autocorrelation function
MoO(r) is also lllustrated in the same figure as suMx e. In

ekese figure it should be noted that:

 1) Strong correlation is observed in the paired
mutual-correlation functions Mo7(r) and Mo7'(r), and the

two funcÅíions show symmetrical form with each other.
2) In tke other direction, some mutual-correlation

functions shew large value, but the symmetric relation is

not seen between the paired correlation functions Mok(r)
and Meh'(T) (fe=t 7).

These facts indicate that the direction 7' to 7 is the
probab}e candidate of the moving direction.
    Figure 3(c) shows the product mutual-correlation
functions Mok'k'(T). A square of the autocorrelatien
fuRction is also illustrated in the figure. As might be
expected the product mutuai-coyrelation fuRction has
maximum value at 7-th direction, and the lag time re is
positive. This ind!cates that the most probable can-
didate of the moving direction is toward from 7' to 7.
Using Åíhe lag time ro at feme7, the speed of the particle

movement at the target plxel (32, 32) is evaluated by
Eq. (5).
    In these manner, She velocity of all plxel-sites are
analysed and the velocity-field of the dynamic scene is
visualized. F!gure 4 shows examples of the velocity-field"
of tke simulation images wlth solid circles and oriented
liRes. The lengtlt and the orientation of the line rep-
resent tke speed and the moving direction, respectiveiy.
Tke direction of Åíhe motion is toward from the solid
circle to the orlented line. The location of the solid
circle corresponds to the center of each pixel. To avoid

uRnecessary complication the velocity-fields are illus-
trated every 5 pixels. Images iR Fig. 4 shew analysed
results of un!directional motion with different trans-
lational speed:(a) O.18 (pixel/frame), (b) OB6
(pixel/frame), (c) O.53 (pixeYframe) and (d) O.71
(pixel/frame) . The resulting images are well consistent

to the given simglation models. In the slowest speed,
however, several false estimation of the velocity are
recognized. The cause of the false estimation may be
attributed to the finite length ef observed tlme T(==
nAt).

    Figure 5 summarizes the relation betweeR the given
speed (horizontal axis) and analysed mean speed (ve-
rtical axis). The resulÅís are well consistent to the
theoretical value in which the digital errors are esti-
mated correctly. Tke errors are originated in a digitized

time lag caused by a finite sampling speed. To estimate

Speect:V(pixeIlframeÅr V(pixel/frame)
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          GIVEN SPEED V(pixel!frame)
5 Relation between the given speed and the measured
  mean speed. Stepwise llne skows the theoretical value

  considering the digital error in the measurement,

correctly the more rapid movement, we shouid make
more precise estimation of the lag time ro.

   The simulation experiments for movlng objects
having different size and different brightness pattern are
also carried out. It is found that the proposed analysis
!s not affected by the smoothness of the brightness
pattern and the size of moving objects.
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a, Analysis of
   Motion

Actual DynarnlÅë Scene ef Vortex

   As the actual example, we plck up a vortex motion
of crowded particles. Po}ystyrene dust is gsed as the
visualizing material of the vortex motion which is
caused by drawing motion of water through a drainage
hole (5mm ip). The vortex motion was picked up in the
latese report of our seudy in which the detailes of the
experirnent were describedÅq'`År. In the vortex motion, the

velocity-field is not uniform but ie depends on a position

of the vortex. Nevertheless, the proposed mutual-
correlation analysis can be applied to the velocity-field

rneasurement uRder the condition that the particles
move unidirectionally wiÅíh constakt velocity in a local
region. In the present analysls, the constant-ve}ocity
motion of particles is required at least in the local area
of 5Å~5 pixels. Under this assumption the velocity-field

             ty . .-s/v
           t'Pt- -- b-vs
           r - i - .. - N Y - . v -
           1t!!--NN ) ii
           tt.!! s. K. wi NL.I
           l 'i ll .tiL XE i• l,L

           T Xxx K!ttv,,.
           XKx .s --.! u' i. .
             - K s t. .- r I i . g g

              o lo 2e
                 Speect V(cmls)

                     (a)

          e 255          Il          as;.x-
            Variance of Brightness Change
                         (arbitrary uniO
                    (b)
Fig. 6 Result of the velocity-field analysis of the vortex mo-

     tion. (a)Representation of the velocity-field with
     orientated lines. Vacant pixel-sites show the position

     where the velocity can not evaluate because of no
     passing of particles. (b)"The variance image" of the
     vortex motion. Black regions in the irnage indicate no

     particle movement at the regions. The regions well
     coincide with the vacant pixel-sites in the upper figure

      (a).

of the vorÅíex is ana}ysed.

   The result of eke analysis is shown in Fig. 6. The
velocity-field of the vortex is also illustrated by orientat-

ed lines (Fig.6(a)). Vacant pixel-sites in the figure
indicate the positions where the velocity can not esti-
mate because of no passing of moving particles. Figure
6( b ) shows "the variance image" of the vortex(i`). The

varlance of•temporal brightness change of the target
pixel is calcuiated from autocorrelation function MeO(r).

Bright region in the figure indicates the existence of
particle movement at the position. The regions of no
particle movement (black regions in Fig 6(b)) are
coincide with those in Fig. 6( a ).

   From Fig.6(a), we can recognize ehat the flow
speed of the particles increases as the observed pos2tion

approaches to the center of the vortex and the direction

of the vortex moÅíion is counter clockwise. Fun-
damentally, these results are well consistent to visual
observation, however, several faise estimation of the
motion vector is observed in the analysed image. The
cause of the faise estimation is not c}arified, however, it

may be due to the finite observation time T, the fixed
sampling speed and digital processing of the image.
Physical characteristics of the vortex motion wiil be
discussed in the next report.

5. ConcludiRgRemarks

   The new dynamic image processing technique based
on the mutual-correlation analysis is proposed for the
measurement of the velocity-field of the crowded' parti-

cles. The passing velocity of particies at the target
pixel-site can be evaluated by the following procedures.
I) The mutual-correiation functions Mek(r) between

the temporal brightness change of the Åíarget pixel and
that of the neighbouring 16 pixels are calculated.
2) The most probable candidate of the direction ef

the motion is decided by analysing the product mutual-
correlation function Meh'k' (r) (=: Moh( r) Å~ Molt'( - T)) of the

paired pixels k and fe'.

3 ) The speed of the motion can be estimated by t•he
lag time To of the product mutual-correlation function.

   The usefulness of the proposed technique is
confirmed by the simulation experiment and the actuai
scene analysis. It is also found that the proposed analy-

sis is not affected by the smoothness of the brightness
pattem and the size of moving object. Fundarnental
techRique to evaluate the velocley-field has been estab-
lished in this sÅíudy, however, several problems are left

unsolved. One is the false estimation of the motion
vector observed occasionally in the actual scene analy-
sis. ARd, the resolving power of the moving direction
and that of speed are the other problems. The direction
is restricted to digitized i6 directions in this study. We

are now proceeding to develop the proposed technique.
In our latesÅí research, a method for more precise estima-
tion of the moÅíion vector (speed and direction) has been
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established.

reperted in
 The detailes about the method are also
near future.
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